THEATER MAKEUP

TUTORIAL

ZOMBIE ESCAPE

LET'S PLAY
CLASS NORMS

★ HAVE FUN
★ STAY CALM
★ BE PRESENT
★ PAY ATTENTION
★ MINIMIZE DISTRACTIONS
★ PARTICIPATE
OBJECTIVE

STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO LEARN TECHNIQUES USED BY MAKEUP ARTISTS TO APPLY ZOMBIE STAGE MAKEUP.
**BASIC PRODUCTS**

**Zombie makeup kit** (most are already in this kit)

- ~1 small brush (angled or flat)*
- ~1 large powder brush*
- ~sponges
- ~3 colors of makeup: grey or an extremely light foundation (base color) cream or liquid, black cream or liquid, brownish/reddish cream or liquid
- ~Powder (translucent)*
- ~liquid latex
- ~blood gel
- ~wound tattoos and adhesive
- ~Makeup remover wipes *

*not included in the zombie makeup kit
WHERE TO BUY

RECOMMENDED:
★ Amazon
TECHNIQUES

- Basic tutorial
- Advanced tutorial
- Relax and be patient
- Trust the process
- Follow the process
Follow these Instructions:

1. Apply a patchy application of grey/light makeup all over.
2. Use black paint to shadow the following:
   - Eyes, under lip, sides and bottom of the nose, jaw line, temple, around the mouth, and under the jaw.
3. Apply random patches of latex and let dry (don’t get in your hair or eyes). OPTIONAL: Apply the latex wound.
4. Peel away the latex partially.
5. Use black to shadow the edges of the wounds.
6. Apply blood to wounds OPTIONAL: Add blood to eyes.
7. Use grey to shadow lips.
8. Use black to stain teeth to appear decayed.
9. Use blood around the mouth.